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We present a numerical study of Rayleigh-Bénard convection disturbed by a longitudinal wind. Our results
show that under the action of the wind, the vertical heat flux through the cell initially decreases, due to the
mechanism of plume sweeping, and then increases again when turbulent forced convection dominates over the
buoyancy. As a result, the Nusselt number is a nonmonotonic function of the shear Reynolds number. We provide
simple models that capture with good accuracy all the dynamical regimes observed. We expect that our findings
can lead the way to a more fundamental understanding of the complex interplay between mean wind and plume
ejection in the Rayleigh-Bénard phenomenology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal convection plays an important role in many
geophysical, environmental, and industrial flows, such as in
Earth’s mantle, in the atmosphere, and in the oceans, to name
but a few relevant examples. In particular, the idealized case
of Rayleigh–Bénard (RB) convection occurring in a layer
of fluid confined between two differentially heated parallel
plates under a constant gravitational field has been extensively
studied [1–4]. However, in several real-life situations, the
picture can be much more complex with horizontal winds
perturbing natural convection. In the atmosphere, for instance,
this competition plays a crucial role in the formation of
thermoconvective storms [5]. On the other side, buoyancy
effects can be relevant in a number of industrial processes
based on forced convection, such as coiled heat exchangers [6].
Similarly, a combination of forced and natural convection is
present in indoor ventilation applications [7–9].

According to the standard picture at the basis of the existing
models for the scaling laws of the heat flux [10–13], the RB
system is characterized by the multiscale coupling between
large-scale circulation (mean wind) and detaching thermal
structures from the boundary layers at the walls (plumes).
Besides the above mentioned motivations, applying a mean
wind to a natural convection setup can shed light on the effects
of bulk flow on the boundary layer dynamics, thus helping
to better understand one of the most intriguing feature of RB
convection.

In this paper we report on a numerical study of RB
convection with an imposed constant horizontal pressure
gradient, orthogonal to gravity, that induces the wind
(the so-called Poiseuille–Rayleigh–Bénard (PRB) flow setup
[14–16]). We show that the heat transfer from the walls can
be dominated by either the buoyancy or by the “forced”
convection and that the interplay of the two mechanisms gives
rise to a nontrivial dependence of the Nusselt number Nu on
the parameter space that is spanned by the Rayleigh Ra and
shear Reynolds numbers Reτ (quantifying, respectively, the
intensity of buoyancy and of the pressure gradient relative to
viscous forces).

Our main result consists of the observation that, taking
a standard RB system as reference, Nu initially decreases
(in agreement with numerical studies of RB convection with
sheared boundary layers [17]) then, when the dynamics are
completely dominated by the forced convection regime, it
increases again with Reτ . A phenomenological explanation
for this behavior is provided together with discussions on the
possible implications for the modeling of the Nu vs Ra relation
in pure natural convection setup.

II. DETAILS OF NUMERICAL METHOD

The equations of motion for the fluid velocity u and
temperature T are

∂tu + u · ∇u = − 1

ρ
∇P + ν∇2u + αgT + f, (1)

∂tT + u · ∇T = κ∇2T , (2)

in addition to the incompressibility condition, ∇ · u. In
our model, as in most turbulent RB and turbulent channel
flow studies, we have omitted mechanical-to-internal energy
conversion terms, which are negligible in turbulent flows (in
our simulations, for instance, we measured heat generation
by viscosity finding it to be at most about 1.5% of the total
heat flux between the walls). The properties of the fluid
are ρ the fluid density (assumed constant), ν the kinematic
viscosity, α the thermal expansion coefficient, and κ the
thermal diffusivity. P is the pressure field, g = gẑ is gravity,
and f is a forcing term of the form f = (F/ρ)x̂ ≡ F̃ x̂ (x̂ is
the direction parallel to the walls or stream-wise direction).
Equations (1) and (2) are evolved using a three-dimensional
(3D) thermal lattice Boltzmann algorithm [18,19] with two
probability densities (for density and momentum and for
temperature, respectively). This method has been extensively
used to address numerically several important issues related to
the physics of both thermal convection and turbulent channel
flow [20,21]; in particular in Ref. [22] the code was validated
and grid resolutions were tested against previous studies with
different numerical methods (agreement was found both in the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Snapshots of the temperature field for (top
panel) the pure RB case (Reτ = 0) at Ra = 1.3 × 107. bottom: mixed
convective case Ra = 1.3 × 107 and Reτ = 92. In the pure-convective
case, plumes are detaching from the bottom and top boundary layers
and freely travel through the bulk to the opposite walls whereas, in
the mixed case, considerable distortion of plumes occur due to the
wind.

mean temperature profiles and in the values of Nu). We adopt
here a resolution of 256 × 128 × 128 lattice points (see Fig. 1
for snapshots of the temperature field in the simulation cell)
which provides a good accuracy [22] and, at the same time,
makes the computational effort of spanning a two-dimensional
parameter space affordable.

III. RESULTS

As mentioned in the introduction, to characterize the
dynamics we need the Rayleigh number Ra, quantifying the
strength of buoyancy (with respect to viscous forces),

Ra = αg�H 3

νκ
,

where � = Thot − Tcold is the temperature drop across the cell
and H is the cell height, and the shear Reynolds number Reτ ,

Reτ = H

2ν

√
F̃H

2
.

We performed several runs with (Ra,Reτ ) within the ranges
Ra ∈ [0; 1.3 × 107] and Reτ ∈ [0; 205]; the Prandtl number
Pr = ν/κ is kept fixed and equal to one.

A typical key question in RB studies is how the dimension-
less heat flux through the cell, Nu [Eq. (3)], varies as a function
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Nusselt number as a function of Reτ for
Ra = 0,8.125 × 105, 6.5 × 106, 1.3 × 107 (from bottom to top,
symbols are, respectively, �, �, �, •). Error bars are estimated from
the fluctuations in time of the space average of Nu (for some cases
uncertainties are smaller than the symbol size); typical integration
times in the statistically steady state are ∼200TL (see Table I), with
TL being the large eddy turnover time. Notice the nonmonotonic
behavior for Ra > 0: for low-to-moderate Reτ a decrease of Nu is
observed due to plume sweeping by the mean wind; at higher Reτ ,
when buoyancy is basically irrelevant with respect to the channel flow,
Nu increases again, as expected for turbulent forced convection. The
solid lines are the predictions from Eq. (16) obtained using A1 = 2.1
and A2 = 0.045, values that have been chosen to best fit the case
Ra = 6.5 × 106 (� symbols). The band around solid lines shows the
prediction of the model for a variation of the parameters A1 and A2 of
±10%. The dashed lines represent the falloff for small Reτ provided
by Eq. (21), with A3 = 1 for all the three Ra; we also report the
Ri = 1 curve, giving an estimate of the locus of points [in the (Ra,
Reτ ) plane] where the crossover between the two regimes occurs.
The reader is referred to the text for the details. Inset: Log-log plot
of the shear Reynolds number Re∗

τ corresponding to the crossover to
the Nu ∼ Re−3/2

τ regime [23] as function of Rayleigh number. The
dashed line is the Re∗

τ ∼ Ra1/4 power law [Eq. (19)].

of the Rayleigh number, Ra:

Nu(z) = uzT (z) − κ∂zT (z)

κ �
H

= const. ≡ Nu, (3)

here and hereafter the overline indicates a spatial (over planes
z = const.) and temporal (over the statistically stationary state)
average. The second and third equalities (which state that Nu
is constant with z) follow from taking the average of Eq. (2).
In our setup in addition to buoyancy there is the longitudinal
pressure gradient which affects the heat flux. We therefore
focus on the dependence of Nu on the two-dimensional
parameter space (Ra,Reτ ); in Fig. 2 we plot Nu as a function
of Reτ for various fixed Ra. We find that, for moderate and high
Ra, the effect of the lateral wind is to quench the buoyancy
driven convection, and thus Nu decreases with Reτ . For very
low Ra, below the critical Rayleigh number Rac, the dynamics
of the flow is instead completely dominated by the forced
convection and thus Nu increases with Reτ (in Fig. 2 we show
also the Ra = 0 case). Correspondingly, at increasing Reτ the

043012-2
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TABLE I. Averaging times Tavg (in units of the large eddy turnover
time TL) and relative error δNu/Nu in the computation of the Nusselt
number for six cases from Fig. 2.

Ra Reτ Tavg 100 × δNu/Nu

1.3 × 107 0 225TL 12%
1.3 × 107 205 300TL 9.7%
6.5 × 106 0 180TL 8%
6.5 × 106 205 240TL 11.5%
8.125 × 105 0 65TL 5%
8.125 × 105 205 250TL 7.7%

mean temperature profiles (see Fig. 3) show a bending in the
bulk and a decrease of the gradient in the boundary layer.

Our interpretation of these observations is that, for small
Reτ or high Ra (i.e., in the natural convection dominated
regime), the wind essentially sweeps away the thermal plumes
(which subsequently lose coherence due to mixing) and hence
the heat flux is depleted. Increasing Reτ further, we eventually
reach a state where buoyancy becomes irrelevant. Here, Nu
starts to increase again by resuspension of temperature puffs
in the bulk due to bursts from the wall emerging because of the
turbulent channel flow. To give an indication of the validity of
such a conjecture we have measured the following quantity:

φ�(z)
def= (δ�uz)2

(δ�ux)2
, (4)

where δ�ui ≡ ui(x + �,y,z; t) − ui(x,y,z; t). The observ-
able (4) is the ratio of a generalized second-order transverse
over longitudinal structure function and, as such, it serves
as a scale-dependent anisotropy indicator: a large value of
φ�(z) means a coherent motion in the wall-normal direction.
In Fig. 4 we plot φ�(z) on a large scale (� ≈ H ) and on a scale
of the order of the thermal boundary layer thickness (� = λθ )
of the pure RB case (Reτ = 0), which gives an estimate of
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Normalized temperature profiles �(z) ≡
T (z)−Tm

�
(Tm = (Thot + Tcold)/2 being the mean temperature) for

various Reτ at a fixed Ra = 6.5 × 106. Notice the bending of the
profile in the bulk in comparison with the usual “thermal shortcut” for
Reτ = 0 (i.e., no lateral wind). Inset: Kinetic boundary layer thickness
λu vs Reτ (log-log scale) for Ra = 0: numerical data (symbols) and
Re−1

τ scaling (dashed line).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The anisotropy indicator defined in Eq. (4)
as function of the cell height for pure RB (Reτ = 0) and for Reτ = 205
and for two separations in x, at Ra = 6.5 × 106.

the characteristic size of “unperturbed” plumes, for natural
convection (Ra = 6.5 × 106, Reτ = 0) and for a case with the
wind (Ra = 6.5 × 106, Reτ = 205).

For the pure RB case φ�≈H (z) grows to large values in
the bulk, due to the thermal wind, while φ�=λθ

(z) goes to the
isotropic value φ ≈ 2 in the bulk and it is larger than φ�≈H (z)
close to the wall, pointing out the presence of detaching
plumes. The same quantity φ�=λθ

(z) in the wall-proximal
region is significantly smaller for Reτ = 205, indicating the
depletion of plume ejection.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELLING

With this picture in mind we are now going to build a
model to recover the numerical findings. Our argument goes
as follows: As shown in Fig. 3, under the action of the lateral
wind the temperature profile ceases to be flat in the bulk. This
permits us to write a first-order closure for the turbulent heat
flux of the kind

uzT = −κT ∂zT , (5)

where κT is a turbulent diffusivity. When writing Eq. (5), where
κT is constant with z, we are implicitly restricting ourselves
to the bulk region (where the mean temperature gradient is
basically constant); we are allowed to do that by Eq. (3), i.e.,
the constancy of the heat flux through planes parallel to the
walls. The Nusselt number will assume the form

Nu ∼
(

1 + κT

κ

) |∂zT |
(�/H )

. (6)

We consider that two types of structures contribute to turbulent
diffusion; namely, buoyant plumes (κ (P )

T ) and bursts (κ (B)
T ,

triggered by the turbulent channel flow), so that we may write

κT = κ
(P )
T + κ

(B)
T . (7)

As previously discussed we ascribe the heat flux depletion
to the sweeping of plumes by the wind; we model this by
assuming that the plume, being distorted by the strong shear
close to the boundaries, loses its coherence (and, hence, it
releases its heat content) after travelling a distance from the
wall of the order of the kinetic boundary layer thickness (λu),
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i.e., we suggest that we can adopt a Prandtl mixing length (�m)
theory approach, using

�m ∼ λu; (8)

the latter relation should be interpreted as a scaling (or
proportionality) relation rather than an order of magnitude. The
characteristic velocity of a rising plume reaching a height ∼�m

can be estimated as u ∼ √
αg��m [24]; hence the contribution

to the turbulent diffusion will be

κ
(P )
T =

√
αg�λ3/2

u (9)

and assuming a laminar boundary layer of Blasius type of
thickness [25]

λu ∼ H

Reτ

(10)

we get

κ
(P )
T ∼

√
αg�

H 3/2

Re3/2
τ

. (11)

The validity of the effective scaling (10) has been checked
a posteriori in the simulations, as can be seen in the inset
of Fig. 3. For a turbulent burst one can also assume that
�m ∼ λu, but the expression for the characteristic advecting
velocity requires some more care. In a pure forced convection
setup (or in our case when the wind is dominant) there is no
buoyancy, so we cannot use the expression of the free-fall
velocity; instead convection is driven by turbulent fluctuations
from the wall. Invoking again the mixing length theory for a
first-order closure for the velocity we can write uz ∼ �m∂zUx ,
whence

κ
(B)
T ∼ �2

m∂zUx ∼ λ2
u∂zUx ; (12)

estimating the shear as ∂zUx ∼ Uc/λu (Uc being the centerline
velocity) we get

κ
(B)
T ∼ λuUc. (13)

In the limited range of Reτ that we span it is reasonable to
assume that the friction coefficient goes as Cf ∼ Re−2

τ , hence
that Uc scale as Uc ∼ (ν/H )Re2

τ [26]. Inserting this scaling
law together with the relation (10) inside the expression for
κ

(B)
T we obtain

κ
(B)
T ∼ νReτ . (14)

Putting the expressions (11) and (14) inside Eq. (6) we end up
with

Nu − 1 ∼
(

A1

√
αg�H 3/2

κRe3/2
τ

+ A2
ν

κ
Reτ

) |∂zT |
(�/H )

, (15)

which can be recast, introducing the dimensionless numbers
Ra and Pr, into the following form:

Nu − 1 ∼
(

A1
Ra1/2Pr1/2

Re3/2
τ

+ A2PrReτ

)
, (16)

where A1 and A2 are the two free parameters of the model [27].
Some comments on Eq. (16) are in order. First, it reproduces
the nonmonotonic dependence of the heat flux, Nu, on the
applied wind, Reτ , and it turns out to be in fair agreement with
the numerical data (see Fig. 2). Second, it provides an argument

for the scaling Nu ∼ Reτ for the case of pure forced convection
(Ra = 0, see Fig. 2). It is interesting to note that, for very
small Reτ , our model would give a scaling Nu ∼ Ra1/2, i.e.,
as expected in Kraichnan’s ultimate regime of convection [2].
The phenomenology behind it suggests that the lower heat
flux observed (with respect to Ra1/2) is a result of a negative
feedback of the shear, due to the large scale circulation, on
the plumes detaching from the boundary layer. Indeed, if we
imagine the Nusselt number to follow a Kraichnan scaling on
an effective Rayleigh Raeff, renormalized by turbulent viscosity
and thermal diffusivity [behaving as Eq. (14)], that is,

Raeff = Ra

(νT /ν)(κT /κ)
,

we end up with the following relation:

Nu ∼ Ra1/2
eff ≡ Ra1/2

Reτ

. (17)

If we now insert into Eq. (17) the ultimate regime scaling for
Reynolds Reτ ∼ Ra1/4 [28], we obtain

Nu ∼ Ra1/4, (18)

a well-known scaling, predicted theoretically and found in
a vast number of experiments (see Ref. [11] and references
therein). Let us, finally, remark that Eq. (16) should not be
expected to be valid for Reτ → 0, since in this case the mean
temperature gradient is zero and a closure like Eq. (5) does not
apply [27]. In particular we detect a region where the sweeping
mechanism is not yet effective and Nu decreases slowly with
Reτ ; we denote the shear Reynolds number at which the
crossover between such a region and the Nu ∼ Re−3/2

τ regime
takes place as Re∗

τ , and we argue that such crossover can be
determined under the condition that the characteristic velocity
of a rising plume, U (RB) ∼ √

αg�H , be of the same order of
the centerline velocity of the Poiseuille flow, U (P ) ∼ F̃H 2/ν.
Equating these two latter relations we have

√
αg�H ∼ F̃H 2

ν
,

which gives, in dimensionless form and introducing the
crossover Reynolds,

Re∗
τ ∼ Ra1/4. (19)

This result is compared with the numerical data in the inset of
Fig. 2. It is worth noticing that the condition (19) corresponds
to the Richardson number Ri = Ra/Re4

τ (for Pr = 1) being of
order unity (see the Ri = 1 curve in Fig. 2). For Reτ < Re∗

τ

the longitudinal flow represents just a small disturbance to the
buoyant circulation (notice that the Nusselt number for Ra = 0
remains equal to one). The initial falloff of Nu vs Reτ can be
captured by looking at the conservation equation for the total
energy, which can be derived from Eqs. (1) and (2) to be [10]

ε = (Nu − 1)Ra + 8Re2
τ 〈ux〉, (20)

where 〈· · · 〉 denotes an average over the entire volume,
ε = 〈(∂iuj )2〉 is the kinetic energy dissipation rate (expressed
in terms of nondimensionalized variables as in [10]), and
we set Pr = 1. Denoting with the superscripts (RB) and (P)
quantities relative to buoyancy (Rayleigh-Bénard) and pres-
sure (Poiseuille) driven sectors, respectively, it is easy to see
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that 〈ux〉 ≡ 〈(u(RB)
x + u(P )

x )〉 ∼ U (P ) ∼ Re2
τ [being 〈u(RB)

x 〉 ∼
0 valid due to incompressibility and to periodic boundary
conditions in (x,y)]. Since U (RB) � U (P ) the longitudinal
wind perturbs the RB dynamics only slightly so that ε ≈
ε(RB) [29]. From Eq. (20) we therefore derive

Nu ≈ Nu0(Ra) − (A3/Ra)Re4
τ , (21)

where Nu0 is the Nusselt number for Reτ = 0, i.e., pure RB,
and A3 is an order one constant. Equation (21) is plotted in
Fig. 2 for three different Ra showing good agreement with the
numerics up to the expected crossover shear Reynolds Re∗

τ .

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed direct numerical simulation of
Rayleigh–Bénard convection with an imposed longitudinal
pressure gradient inducing a mean wind. We found that the
Nusselt number has a nonmonotonic dependence on the shear
Reynolds number based on the applied pressure drop: to an
initial decrease (justifiable in terms of a mechanism of sweep-
ing of plumes by the longitudinal wind) an increase follows,
when the dynamics are dominated by the turbulent “forced

convection” regime. Based on these empirical concepts, we
provided a correlation which recovers the numerical findings
with reasonable accuracy. The observations and the modeling
above suggest that, in standard RB convection, the shear due
to the large scale circulation may act back onto the boundary
layer against the ejection of plumes to the bulk (thus being a
possible mechanism for the depletion of heat transfer respect
to the ultimate state of turbulent convection). Our work is a
first attempt to look directly at the effect of disturbing in a
controlled manner the dynamics of the boundary layer in such
a way to give an insight of its role in natural convection. A
possible followup of the present study is to use a perturbation
other than a simple Poiseuille flow.
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